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With the prevalence of risks encountered by youth online, strength-based approaches such as nudges have been recommended as potential solutions to guide teens toward safer decisions. However, most nudging interventions to date have not been designed to cater to teens’ unique needs and online safety concerns. To address this gap, this study provided a comprehensive view of adolescents’ feedback on online safety nudges to inform the design of more effective online safety interventions. We conducted 12 semi-structured interviews and 3 focus group sessions with 21 teens (13 – 17 years old) via Zoom to get their feedback on three types of nudge designs from two opposing perspectives (i.e., risk victim and perpetrator) and for two different online risks (i.e., Information Breaches and Cyberbullying). Based on the teens’ responses, they expressed a desire that nudges need to move beyond solely warning the user to providing a clear and effective action to take in response to the risk. They also identified key differences that affect the perception of nudges in effectively addressing an online risk, they include age, risk medium, risk awareness, and perceived risk severity. Finally, the teens identified several challenges with nudges such as them being easy to ignore, disruptive, untimely, and possibly escalating the risk. To address these, teens recommended clearer and contextualized warnings, risk prevention, and nudge personalization as solutions to ensure effective nudging. Overall, we recommend online safety nudges be designed for victim guidance while providing autonomy to control their experiences, and to ensure accountability and prevention of risk perpetrators to restrict them from causing harm.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Social media use comes with many benefits for all age groups, especially adolescents and teens for entertainment, growth, and connecting with people [50]. However, many teens experience online risks such as information breaches, sexual solicitations, cyberbullying, and harassment on social media [2, 65], and there are numerous studies and statistics that highlight this problem. For
example, 59.9% of parents reported their children (ages 14-18) have been victims of bullying on the internet [49]. Similarly, a Pew Research study shows how a majority of teens (62%) desire to have a welcoming and safe online environment [37]. Recent research suggests that teens prefer to handle their online risks with strength-based approaches that allow them to manage their online safety issues independently [6, 63] as opposed to the traditional method of involving a third party (i.e., parent, guardian, or respected adult), which is often considered restrictive and privacy-invasive [61, 64]. Young users have also shown an affinity for "just-in-time" interventions that empower and help them (in that exact moment) when a social media risk occurs in comparison to safety features that can restrict or limit their online activity [2]. These interventions can be implemented via nudges, which are a resilient user-centric approach to online safety that augment a user's decision-making without taking away their autonomy [54].

Nudging has been successfully implemented in other fields (e.g., privacy, security, and other disciplines) to change users' behaviors towards positive choices for their privacy online [25, 39]. In the context of online safety, recent research supports that nudges seem to be a way forward in ensuring adolescents' online privacy and safety [2, 35]. For example, Masaki et al. conducted survey-based research with teens to ask how they would respond to different privacy nudges based on nine risky scenarios. They found nudges to be a promising approach in promoting privacy preserving choices for teens and recommended conducting further qualitative examinations of nudges in different contexts [35]. While this work provides relevant groundwork for adolescent online safety nudging, their nudges were based on a synthesis of the literature and not designed in partnership with teens. Currently, very few studies employ participatory design to involve teens in the process of designing online safety nudges, as they are often designed by other stakeholders such as parents or industry professionals [33]. As such, it is important to involve teens directly in co-design to gain a deeper understanding of effective nudges for teens, catering to their unique experiences. Recently, Agha et al. [2] addressed this gap by partnering with adolescents directly to co-design interventions including risk prevention and intelligent assistance to help teens cope with online risks. In this paper, we combine the strengths of the work of Masaki et al. [35] and Agha et al. [3] by having teens evaluate online safety nudges that were conceptualized with teens. Importantly, we extend prior work by moving beyond generative designs and survey-based feedback, to involving teens in an in-depth design critique to refine implementable online safety nudges for future field studies with youth.

We identified major themes across the prior work and developed three nudge types to represent trends within the literature, including those that were conceptualized by youth themselves. For instance, pop-up warnings have been commonly implemented [4, 59], and Masaki et al. [35] found that nudges with general descriptions and negatively framed warnings were preferred by teens. This informed the design of our first nudge; a) a General Warning, which provided a warning for the teen via a popup reminding them about the risk. Secondly, we included a Sensitivity Filter, which censored the risk along with a warning message. This nudge was based on prior work which recommended automatic censorship of risky content [5, 48], along with control and the ability to view the risk [2]. Lastly, prior work [2, 9] showed that teens want guidance and intelligent assistance during the risk which informed the design of c) a Guided Actions nudge, which provided automated actions and responses to the risk. Additionally, recent efforts have called for designing interventions for more than just teens as the victims [57], towards addressing online risks at the root cause by targeting nudges for risk perpetrators [2, 31]. Therefore, we added a novel aspect to this study by implementing all nudges from both the perspectives of a risk victim and a risk perpetrator. All nudges were applied in two risk scenarios based on what was commonly reported by teens [2], including a) an Information Breach scenario, where a stranger attempts to convince the teen to disclose their personal information, and b) a Cyberbullying scenario, where
a stranger bullies the teen with unwarranted offensive messages. To understand teens’ design critique of the three nudges, we ask the following research questions.

**RQ1:** What nudges are considered most effective by teens for dealing with unsafe interactions online based on a) nudge approach, b) risk type, and c) user perspective? And why?

**RQ2:** What other key differences emerged that influenced teens’ impressions of online safety nudges?

**RQ3:** What were the key challenges identified by teens when evaluating the nudges, and what were their recommendations to address these challenges?

To answer these research questions, we conducted three focus groups with three teens each, and twelve 1-on-1 interviews via Zoom. During the sessions, the teens were presented with two different online risks - Information Breach and Cyberbullying, where each risk had an implementation of the General Warning, Sensitivity Filter, and Guided Actions nudge approaches. The teens were then prompted with a series of semi-structured questions as a means of collecting their feedback on the nudges from two opposite perspectives (victim and perpetrator). The questions were asked to determine: (a) their impressions and perceptions of the nudges, (b) their suggestions to improve the nudges, (c) their concerns with the nudges, and (d) their overall preferences. We found out that teens preferred nudges that offered an actionable response to the risk (i.e., censoring, guided actions) over solely warning as overall, they ranked Sensitivity Filter and Guided Actions over General Warnings (RQ1a). When analyzing preferred nudges for each risk type, we found that teens preferred Guided Actions for Information Breaches, and they considered Sensitivity Filter to be more suitable for the Cyberbullying risk, while General Warning was ranked last for both risk types (RQ1b). When considering the perspective of the user (victim vs perpetrator), the teens preferred the Guided Actions Nudge for the risk victim while ranking the Sensitivity Filter Nudge best for the risk perpetrator (RQ1c). The teens also highlighted some key differences that may affect how these nudges may be perceived (RQ2), they include the risk medium, perceived risk severity, users’ awareness of risk, and teens’ age. Finally, they identified some challenges with online safety nudges such as being easy to ignore, inadvertently worsening the risk, or not being optimized enough to the risk and user. As solutions, teens recommended more convincing risk warnings, risk prevention measures, personalization of nudges, and the provision of safe actions to the user (RQ3). In summary, teens wanted customizable control over the types of nudges they receive while ensuring the risk is prevented from being sent and the perpetrator is held accountable.

Our contribution ties in with the long-standing investment of the SIGCHI and CSCW communities in providing critical insights into teens’ online activities in the field of adolescent online safety [23, 65]. Significant contributions have been made that address the types of online risks teens face [27], the coping mechanisms employed [39], as well as current and proposed solutions [20, 38] for youth online well-being. In parallel, there has been a considerable focus on investigating real-time interventions such as nudges for privacy and safety. Our work is situated at the intersection of these research areas with novel contributions. As we move beyond the traditional online safety solutions (e.g., parental controls), we provide novel insights into designing and evaluating nudging interventions for teens’ online safety. Based on our methods and findings, we make the following contributions to adolescent online safety research:

1. A critical assessment of co-designed nudges with teens to iteratively refine online safety nudges for effective implementation.
2. A holistic understanding for designing adolescent online safety nudges by analyzing both the perspectives of a risk victim and a risk perpetrator.
3. Actionable guidelines that address key challenges identified for effectively nudging youth as a vulnerable and developmentally unique population.
2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we synthesize the trends and gaps in prior research which discusses a shift from restrictive online safety approaches to teen-centric solutions, prior nudge interventions, and intelligent assistance for online safety.

2.1 Towards Teen-Centric Online Safety Design
Most of the earlier research on online risks with teens assumes a risk-centric perspective [62, 64, 66], where common approaches focus on parental control or restricting the teen’s access or usage of the platform to protect them from risks. There are multiple examples of online applications that utilize this risk-centric approach in dealing with adolescent online risks. For example, a study determined that 89% of 75 mainstream mobile applications utilize a form of risk-centric approach in the form of parental controls; parents have the ultimate power to monitor teen’s online activity and in some cases, impose restrictions on teens’ capabilities in the platform [62]. Empowerment given to the parents is seen as privacy-invasive by the young users for divulging access and control of their intimate social experiences [19, 61], which further discourages adolescents from openly sharing their issues and challenges with their parents.

Recent work concludes that these risk-centric models may hinder the teens’ personal development and have negative implications for the parent-adolescent relationship, leading to a less-safe outcome in the long run [47, 62]. It is suggested that risk taking is a necessary element of developing into a young adult, and online safety features need to encapsulate a risk-taking element. This is further backed up by studies such as by Agatston et al. [1] where it is stated that youth have an anti-authoritarian preference as a cyberbullying coping strategy, and would prefer seeking help from their peers or by extension, autonomously. As a result, the research landscape has transitioned towards promoting teen-centric approach to self-regulating adolescent online risks [60, 61]. Yet, research on ways to actually design systems that empower youth to protect themselves online is still in its infancy. While there is a push towards teen-centric approaches, many of the recent solutions are still centered around parental controls [14, 53]. Recently, there have been efforts to empower teens in the process of co-designing online safety solutions [9, 38]. While this approach generates teen-centric ideas for online safety, these ideas are often developed using techniques such as blue sky thinking [58] or big ideas [9], which often do not involve critically analyzing the limitations and practicality of the solutions for real-world implementation. Therefore, there is a need for using a systematic approach to evaluate a comprehensive subset of ideas that are rooted in teens’ experiences and preferences. Additionally, prior work has shown that youth face a myriad of online risks [2, 65] that deserve further scrutiny. Therefore, we designed nudges contextualized for two risk scenarios; information breaches and cyberbullying, which were found to be two of the most commonly experienced risks by teens uncovered in prior work [2]. Overall, this study builds upon the prior literature by assessing resilience-based solutions (i.e., nudges) with teens that can empower them to effectively manage their online safety independently.

2.2 Design and Analysis of Nudge-based Interventions for Unsafe Online Experiences
A key characteristic of nudges is to preserve the user’s autonomy in the decision making process through warnings and to help them make appropriate decisions based on the environment [10]. Such nudging techniques have been successful in several domains (e.g., time management, privacy and security, health, finance, entertainment). For instance, Jurczyk et al. found nudges to be effective in managing excessive screen-time by encouraging computer users to take breaks [28]. Within the fields of privacy and security, nudges have been frequently used to improve password strength [25, 59], reduce phishing or malware scams [40], and so on. While nudges in these related fields have
been frequently studied, nudges for promoting adolescent online safety remain understudied. This is because a majority of the research on nudging interventions within the adolescent online safety space has focused on designing interventions [5, 9], with few iterative approaches for critically analyzing the limitations and feasibility of the proposed designs for teen behavior change and online safety. Additionally, most of this design work has focused on involving parents, experts or adults in the design or research process, instead of involving teens as the primary stakeholders [62]. The few works that collected feedback on nudges for teens’ online safety have largely relied on self-reported survey-based feedback from teens [35], which often used hypothetical scenarios or is subject to recall bias in some cases. While these prior works provided critical insights for adolescent online safety nudges, there is a need to have more in-depth feedback on nudges (beyond surveys), that involve teens in the process of understanding practical implications of nudges that help progress towards implementation and evaluations for online safety. We address this gap by involving teens in the in-depth critique and refinement of teen-designed adolescent online safety nudges that can be implemented in future field studies. In Table 1, we summarize how these trends in prior literature influenced our study design.

Table 1. How the Literature Informed Our Study Design

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trends in the Literature</th>
<th>Our Study Design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Early work focused on parental interventions to protect youth [62, 66]</td>
<td>Our work accepts this call-to-action by moving away from interventions for parents to analyzing nudge-based interventions targeted at youth.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior work called for teen-centric solutions to move away from parental controls to teen self-regulation [7, 19, 63]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Masaki et al. used survey methods to evaluate online safety nudges informed by the literature [35]</td>
<td>Our work iterated upon online safety nudges co-designed by teens with in-depth qualitative feedback and critique of nudges.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agha et al. co-designed online safety nudges with youth [2]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3 Building Upon Nudges for Intelligent Assistance and Positive Behavior Change

Within the field of online safety and privacy, different approaches for nudging have been proposed for youth safety. A commonality amongst most of these approaches is that they aim to warn the users, while emphasizing on the harm from risk. This has frequently been done through risk alerts, visual aids or statistics that convey the consequences of the risk [4, 35]. In the context of adolescent online safety, most of the initial work focused on using risk alerts for authoritarian approaches that warned the parent or authorities when a teen encountered a risk [9, 26, 32]. For example, Jayawardena et al. [26] designed a monitoring system that would detect online risks faced by youth and alert parents in case of a risk. More recently, Masaki et al. showed how negatively framed general warnings that are aimed towards teens themselves may be effective for improving their online privacy [35]. Additionally, prior studies have largely focused on solely nudging the victim for risk coping to protect themselves [36, 43]. According to Vale et al. [57], many teens assume a cyber-double role, that is, they can be both the victim and perpetrator in one risk instance, supplementing the importance of studying both perspectives. Another study by Alemany-Bordera et al. [4] supplements this finding by demonstrating that nudges (through bold texts and images) may help risk perpetrators to understand the associated risks and reconsider their harmful actions.

Consequently, there has been a shift towards more teen-centric nudges, that focus on multiple perspectives and move beyond a risk-aversive approach that overemphasizes on victim protection. For instance, on Twitter, tweets exposing violent images or hateful comments can be censored and...
marked as sensitive, with more rigorous and unyielding censoring policies put in place for younger (<18 years) users to restrict their access to risky content [56]. However, most of the censorship approaches are automated and imposed with little control in the hands of teens [48]. Relatedly, Badillo-Urquiola et al. found that children prefer to have intelligent assistance in dealing with strangers online [9], such as blocking or reporting to authorities. Apart from intelligent assistance, other common ways of encouraging teens towards positive behavior change have focused on providing incentives or rewards [5, 12]. Yet most of the incentive-based approaches have focused on encouraging risk victims to change their behavior, rather than addressing the risk at the root cause [2, 43]. Most recently, Agha et al. [2] co-designed online safety features with teens’ such as intelligent assistance, auto-responses, personalized sensitivity filters and educational advice on how to manage online risks themselves independently. Moreover, they found that teens mostly designed for risk prevention by targeting perpetrators, rather than teens as victims by prompting the risk perpetrator to reconsider their actions through negative incentives. In Table 2, we show how the nudges presented to teens in our work build upon prior work, while most closely aligning with insights from Agha et al. [2]. While their work was mostly focused on co-designing with teens using a blue sky approach where anything was possible, we take a critical lens to analyze the limitations and improvements for these nudges through in-depth interview-based feedback on designs for both the risk victim and the perpetrator.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nudge Dimensions</th>
<th>Findings from the Literature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Risk Types:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Breach</td>
<td>· Prior work suggested that youth face a myriad of online risks [2, 65]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyberbullying</td>
<td>· Agha et al. found information breaches and cyberbullying as two of the most commonly experienced risks by teens [2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nudge Designs:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Warnings</td>
<td>· Masaki et al. found negatively worded general warnings to be effective for risk prevention. [35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity Filters</td>
<td>· Maheswaran et al. designed a sensitivity filter to censor risks for teens and notify parents. [48]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guided Actions</td>
<td>· Badillo-Urquiola et al. co-designed intelligent assistance features for prompting parents and authorities for help. [9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Agha et al. co-designed personalized sensitivity filter and guided actions that allow teens to manage online risks independently [2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Audiences:</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victim</td>
<td>· Alemany et al. emphasized on nudging for protecting teens as victims only [4]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perpetrator</td>
<td>· Prior work studied perpetrators who were also victims in cyber-double roles [31, 57]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Agha et al. uncovered that teens designed distinct nudges for both risk prevention of perpetrators and coping for risk victims [2]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3 METHODS

In this section, we describe the methods used to carry out this study, including the study design, nudge descriptions, recruitment strategy, and data analysis approach.

#### 3.1 Study Overview

We conducted 15 sessions (3 groups and 12 interviews) with 21 teens from March to July 2022 to get their feedback on three online safety nudges, which were implemented in two risky scenarios. The three nudges were designed based on teens’ ideas from previous co-design sessions [2, 3], as well
as current trends in adolescent online safety research and relevant platforms [35, 56]. The nudges include a) General Warning – a pop-up nudge warning the teen about the risk with an option to dismiss, b) Sensitivity Filter - a nudge that censors the received risky content while also giving a warning, and c) Guided Actions - a nudge that suggests risk responses to the user, implemented within two risk types. These nudges were also implemented from the perspectives of both the risk victim and risk perpetrator because the teens from the co-design sessions suggested them over the risk victim nudges.

To carry out the evaluation process, we conducted feedback sessions with 21 participants (aged 13-17) via a Zoom video call and a shared virtual whiteboard (FigJam) to understand their assessment and impressions of these nudges. The sessions were designed in a way that made the teens able to express their ideas beyond words by combining the traditional discussion elements of an interactive user study (interviews, focus groups) with the whiteboarding style of participatory design where they were able to mockup and sketch their feedback [3, 8]. The sessions were run virtually on Zoom in conjunction with FigJam (a collaborative virtual whiteboarding tool) with 1 or 3 teens per session, leading to a total of 21 teens. Around three researchers moderated each session, which lasted approximately 2 hours.

3.2 Risky Scenarios and Nudge Approaches
The risky scenarios and nudges used in this study are based on common trends in prior research [2], as illustrated in Table 2. To protect the participants, we made use of 2 low-level risky scenarios to implement all three nudges. The full implementations can be found in the appendices.
3.2.1 Risky Scenarios. Information breach and Cyberbullying were one of the most commonly self-reported risks experienced by teens in prior work [2, 22]. As shown in Figure 1(a), the first scenario showed an information breach risk where a stranger sends a private message to the teen and requests them to disclose their personal information (house address). Figure 1(b) shows our implementation of a cyberbullying risk type, where a stranger sends a recurring series of messages to a user, then insults their appearance by calling them “ugly,” and sending a vulgar image as a means of insulting them after being ignored [55].

3.2.2 Risk Victim and Risk Perpetrator Perspectives. In this study, we designed nudges for both risk coping for victims and risk prevention for perpetrators based on prior online safety research [2, 31]. A major aspect of the feedback process involves the user as a victim in a hypothetical risky scenario to assess the effectiveness of the nudges in that context. However, for the same scenario, we also took a preventive approach of using nudges to deal with online risks by injecting the nudge to the risk perpetrator as a means of preventing the detected risk from being sent. We implemented both perspectives by introducing the teens to the risky scenario as a victim, giving them the prepared prompts, and getting their feedback, before finally asking them to provide feedback from the perspective of the risk perpetrator. In this process, we did not ask teens to play the role of a risk perpetrator, but to provide feedback based on whether they think the nudge would prevent the risk perpetrator from sending the risky content.

3.2.3 Nudge Designs. Prior literature implemented general warnings through risk alerts, emphasis on the risk, and negative framing may assist with online safety [4, 35, 59]. We implemented this in the form of a General Warning nudge which uses visual cues and a warning to let the teen know that they are experiencing a risk and urge them to be careful. This is implemented in figures 2(a) as a pop-up warning to a potential victim as soon as the risky message is detected. In figure 2(b), the risk perpetrator receives a similar pop-up message with a snippet of their message, informing them that the message has been detected as risky while recommending them to review it. Another version of the General Warning is shown in figure 3(a) where the risk sender receives the Sensitivity Filter as a pop-up reprimand that the message has been tagged as risky, and the receiver would see a censored version, which functions as a disincentive to the perpetrator.
Fig. 3. Sensitivity Filter Nudge Samples

(a) for the cyberbullying victim

(b) for the information breach perpetrator

Fig. 4. Guided Actions Nudge Samples

(a) for the information breach victim

(b) for the cyberbullying perpetrator

Findings from prior research also recommended automated or intelligent forms of assistance [2, 9, 59] aiming to improve the users’ online safety, by providing safe actions (e.g., block, delete) or responses to the user, which informed the design of our third nudge; **Guided Actions**. This nudge involves the platform generating safe responses and actions for the teens to deal with the risky scenario. When the teen receives a detected risky scenario, they are presented with a list of safe auto responses as a suggestion, with an option to respond directly. This is shown in figure 4(b). For the risk perpetrator, each detected risky content by the teen is underlined and marked red while they are typing with suggested replacement messages and a clear message option above the text box as shown in 4(a).

### 3.3 Session Procedure

The sessions were conducted online via a Zoom video conference and lasted approximately 120 minutes. At the start of each session, each participant was introduced to the researchers, the concept of nudging, how nudging is used in other domains, and an ice-breaking activity. The teens were then given a crash course on adolescent online safety and nudges to understand the goals of the session and what is expected of them. Considerable effort was also put into making the teens aware of the subjectivity of their responses. To promote interaction, the participants were asked to discuss what online safety means to them as a teen and to share an instance when a nudge influenced their decisions.
The feedback process included 12 nudges spread across (a) 2 perspectives, (b) of which each had 2 scenarios and (c) with 3 nudges each. The scenarios and their respective nudges were presented to the teens through a click-through high-fidelity prototype on Figma, this was done to allow them to clearly understand the flow of the scenarios and the functions of each nudge. To request feedback for the nudges, a researcher walked the teens through a prototype of the risky scenarios (in the order of Information Breach, Cyberbullying) and their associated nudges (in the order of General Warning, Sensitivity Filter, and Guided Actions), after which was a switch to the whiteboarding and discussion activity on FigJam to allow the teens provide their feedback. The researchers used sticky notes, drawing tools, and shapes to mock up the teen’s feedback and ideas to improve the nudges, with a mix of verbal and design elaboration over the nudge prototype. The presentation and co-design activity processes were carried out for each nudge, and the teens were asked to rank the nudges in order of their personal preferences. We followed a semi-structured approach in giving the participants question prompts to generate feedback. This was done to allow the participants to express themselves while giving the researchers room to get the needed feedback. The general prompts given are highlighted below.

1. Prompts provided per scenario (before nudge presentation):
   - What do you think about this conversation?
2. Prompts provided for each of three nudges, per scenario:
   - What do you think about this nudge?
   - Does this nudge address or not address the risk, and why?
   - What are the pros and cons of this nudge in your opinion?
   - How can this nudge be improved? If you were the designer, what would you change?
3. Prompts provided per scenario (after nudge presentation):
   - Rank all nudges and explain why
4. Final Prompt (after all nudge and scenario presentation):
   - What is your best nudge overall?

3.4 Ethical Considerations For Teen Participants

This study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at the University of Central Florida (UCF). Additional methods were also taken to ensure the safety of teen participants, as minors and a vulnerable population. We obtained parental consent as well as teen assent, where teens were encouraged to independently complete an assent form to confirm their interest in the study. Other protective measures included the use of low-level risks, allowing participants to interact privately with the researchers using the Zoom private chat feature, and data de-identification for analysis. Additionally, when reviewing the low-impact risk scenarios from the perspective of the perpetrator, participants were reminded to think about the perpetrator from a third person point-of-view, instead of directly playing the role of a risk perpetrator. We also compiled professional help resources based on the recommendations of UCF’s Community Counseling Clinic, and UCF’s Counseling and Psychological Services to share with participants in the case of any distress, and provided the parents/guardians and teens with an opportunity to withdraw from the study at any point. Overall, we complied with several guidelines provided by Badillo-Urquiola et al. [8] for conducting ethical research with teens on sensitive topics such as giving teens autonomy through teen assent, prioritizing data privacy and de-identification, and providing help resources. To our knowledge, none of the participants experienced harm or distress as a result of participating in this study.

3.5 Participant Recruitment and Demographics

After receiving IRB approval, the participants were recruited from youth-serving organizations, social media, and middle/high schools around the United States. The mode of recruitment included
flyer distribution, phone calls, and emails. We supplemented our open recruitment strategy with existing contacts in our research lab’s (STIR Lab) participant database from previous studies. All participants were aged 13-17, based in the United States, and able to communicate in English. The majority of the teens were 16 years (N=10, 47.6%) with the mean age and standard deviation being 15.6 and 1.29 respectively. The identified racial identities of the participants are as follows: Asian (47.6%), Black/African American (23.8%), Hispanic/Latino (9.5%), and White/Caucasian (28.5%). The participants comprised of 8 males (38%) and 13 females (64%) (Table 3). They were compensated with a $20 Amazon gift card on completion of the study.

### 3.6 Data Analysis Approach

The data obtained from the teens’ feedback via the whiteboard annotations and session transcripts were analyzed using Braun and Clarke’s thematic analysis [13]. The sessions were transcribed to text using Otter.ai. The primary source of data is from the responses and discussions stemming from the question prompts given during the presentation of each nudge. The co-design whiteboard artifacts were also considered, as some of the annotations and sketches over the nudge design contained valuable information. Two researchers participated in the data analysis process, where there was an initial coding of the data to note emerging ideas that were grouped into the major themes. The codebook was initially coded along the dimensions of nudge response, nudge feedback, and areas for improvement. The two researchers had consistent meetings to merge their individual codes and resolve conflicts. The nudge ranking data was treated quantitatively and analyzed using cross-tabulation. For RQ1, each participant ranked each nudge type for the two risk scenarios and two user perspectives, which have been averaged for consistency. The quantitative rankings

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Sex</th>
<th>Ethnicity</th>
<th>Best Overall Nudge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Session 1</td>
<td>P1</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black/ African</td>
<td>Guided Actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black/ African</td>
<td>Sensitivity Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P3</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>White/Caucasian</td>
<td>Sensitivity Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>White/Caucasian</td>
<td>Sensitivity Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 2</td>
<td>P5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black/African</td>
<td>Guided Actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P6</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>White/Caucasian</td>
<td>Sensitivity Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P7</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Sensitivity Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P8</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Sensitivity Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 3</td>
<td>P9</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>General Warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P10</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Guided Actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P11</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Sensitivity Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Sensitivity Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 9</td>
<td>P13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>White/Caucasian</td>
<td>Guided Actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P14</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>White/Caucasian, Hispanic/Latino</td>
<td>Guided Actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>P15</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black/African</td>
<td>General Warning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 10</td>
<td>P16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Black/African</td>
<td>Guided Actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 11</td>
<td>P17</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Guided Actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 12</td>
<td>P18</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Sensitivity Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 13</td>
<td>P19</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Sensitivity Filter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 14</td>
<td>P20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>Guided Actions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session 15</td>
<td>P21</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>White/Caucasian, Hispanic/Latino</td>
<td>Sensitivity Filter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
helped answer the question of which nudges were preferred, while the qualitative thematic data answered why those nudges were preferred, as well as the challenges and recommendations. The final codebook in Table 4 consists of Nudge Challenges and Nudge Recommendations as dimensions.

4 RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the key findings from our qualitative analysis of the three focus group and twelve interview sessions to answer our research questions.

4.1 Most Effective Nudges in dealing with Unsafe Interactions Online (RQ1)

Overall, most teens (N=18, 85.7%) preferred either the Sensitivity Filter or Guided Actions nudges for dealing with the risk scenarios presented to them. The teens’ preferences for those two nudges were seen consistently across both the perpetrator and the victim perspectives. In contrast, most teens (N=12, 57.1%) considered the General Warning nudges to be the least effective nudge for all risk scenarios and perspectives. The main determinant for their impressions of these nudges is the provided responses to the risk. The Sensitivity Filters were preferred for actively preventing the teens from viewing harmful risks, while the Guided Actions were preferred as they helped teens make safer choices in response to the risk and finally, the General Warning nudges were viewed unfavorably for not serving an additional function besides providing a warning message. The feedback is covered in more detail in the following sections. In (RQ1a), we present the comparison of the three nudge types based on the ranking by teens from most to least preferred. Next, we demonstrate which nudges were considered most effective by teens for dealing with the two risk types (RQ1b), then we illustrate which nudges were preferred based on the two user perspectives (RQ1c). Finally, all aggregate rankings were weighted to a total count of 21 for consistency.

4.1.1 Sensitivity Filters were generally considered to be the most effective nudge type as they prevented risk exposure for victims (RQ1a). While teens liked all the nudge types for providing a degree of risk awareness, their preferences depended on the functionality and choices provided by the nudges. When asked to rank the three different nudge approaches, most teens (N=10, 48%) considered Sensitivity Filter to be the most effective nudge as it censored the risk which prevented them from risk exposure while providing control to the user in case they wished to view the risk. Compared to other nudges, teens preferred the Sensitivity Filter as it provided complete protection from the risk and a more visual warning, which was found to help understand the gravity of the risk. The Guided Actions nudge was considered to be the second-best nudge type as most teens (N=8, 38%) found the actionable prompts (e.g., Block, Reply directly) to be helpful, especially in a situation where they may not know how to respond to the risky scenario and need guidance on what to say or the right action to take. For example, P20 explains the rationale behind their rankings with the favorable ones being Sensitivity Filters and Guided Actions due to their characteristic functionalities, while the General Warning nudge was ranked poorly because warning-only was not considered good enough.

“The Sensitivity Filter would actually be the top just because you don’t really see the image or the message, and then I would do maybe the Guided Actions one next because the options of having like being able to choose block or - , and probably just the General Warning last because you can still see everything in the chat, and it doesn’t do anything.” - P20. 17, M. (Cyberbullying Scenario)

However, some teens (N=6, 29%) ranked Guided Actions as the least effective nudge and criticized it for possibly making the risk worse for the user by encouraging victim-perpetrator communication, therefore prolonging the risky encounter. Lastly, the General Warning nudge was ranked last by
most teens (N=12, 57%) as it did not provide any real solution or actionable choices for the teen, making them feel like the nudge was not effective in helping during a risk.

Overall, these findings highlight that the teens believe Warnings to function as the baseline feature of an online safety nudge, where it is ineffective on its own without any additional features. While the most preferred feature to make a truly effective nudge depends on the context of the risk and individual (4.2), they mostly preferred censorship due to its ability to initially shield a victim from harmful risks and serve as a deterrent against a risk perpetrator.

4.1.2 While Guided Actions were considered more appropriate for Information Breaches, teens preferred Sensitivity Filters for Cyberbullying (RQ1b). Our findings showed that teens prefer different nudges for different risk types. While the danger of an Information Breach scenario is in responding and divulging personal information to the risk perpetrator, the risk of a Cyberbullying scenario lies in the exposure of the victim to the risky messages. While in RQ1a, the teens generally preferred the Sensitivity Filter overall, there was a difference in their most preferred nudge when grouped by scenario due to the nature of the risks as explained by P15.

“If someone says, ‘hey what’s your address?’ that’s not like affecting me directly, like I could just ignore it because like it’s not that big of a deal, but if they are genuinely sending inappropriate pictures, maybe like explicit pictures, I feel like the youth can be a lot more susceptible to that.” - P15. 16, F.

Most teens considered Information Breaches to be a commonly encountered, low-impact risk that they did not mind being exposed to. Therefore, they wanted the ideal nudge to help them protect their personal information by mirroring the appropriate responses to the risk sender such as ignoring or blocking them, and this led to most teens (N=10, 48%) ranking Guided Actions Nudge first for allowing the teen to do both actions. Slightly fewer teens (N=9, 43%) ranked Sensitivity Filter best for incentivizing the teen to not respond to the risk perpetrator via censorship. However, more teens (N=7, 33%) ranked Guided Actions worst in comparison to Sensitivity Filter (N=4, 19%), which indicates a degree of mixed opinions on the Guided Actions nudge. This was due to the possibility of the provided message responses prolonging the risky scenario as discussed in 4.3.3.
Teens had a different preference for the Cyberbullying scenario. In most cases, they did not want to be exposed to it as a higher-impact risk because it included personal and hurtful remarks or explicit content, which led to a more severe outcome for the teen victim. Therefore, most teens (N=12, 57%) ranked the Sensitivity Filter best due to its ability to censor and provide complete initial protection from the cyberbullying content. While some teens liked Guided Actions (N=6, 29%) for easily giving them the option to block the user, they still felt censorship was key to safety against a risk like Cyberbullying where solely exposure (without interaction) can leave a lasting negative effect on them.

Finally, teens’ negative impressions of the General Warning nudge remained consistent in both the Information Breach scenario and the Cyberbullying scenario with most teens ranking it worst for both Information Breaches (N=10, 48%) and Cyberbullying scenarios (N=14, 67%) respectively. This is because warning-only as implemented in the General Warning Nudge was considered to be ineffective on its own in successfully solving both presented risk types.

In conclusion, the teens preferred having Sensitivity Filters for more explicit and interpersonal risks, such as Cyberbullying due to its function as a safety screen between the victim and harmful content. The automated actions and responses offered by the Guided Actions were considered more effective for risks perceived lower in severity, such as the Information Breach Risk where the teens felt that ignoring or blocking the perpetrator was sufficient for safety, and warning-only was considered inefficient for not implying an active solution or response to the risk.

4.1.3 Guided Actions were considered to work best for the risk victim, and Sensitivity Filters for the risk perpetrator (RQ1c). With the nudges being implemented from the perspective of both the risk sender and risk victim, most of the feedback remained the same, although they were for reasons unique to the target perspective. For the risk victim, most of the teens (N=11, 52%) ranked the Guided Actions nudge best for providing the right action to help the victim respond to the risk safely, and relatively fewer teens (N=8, 38%) ranked the Sensitivity Filter best for protecting the teen victim from being exposed to harmful content via censorship. Specifically, teens preferred Guided Actions over Sensitivity Filters for risk victims as the options of ignoring and blocking were more applicable to risks they encountered regularly online. Additionally, Guided Actions had
more proactive and permanent safety choices (such as block) in comparison to Sensitivity Filters which was preferred for preventing exposure to more infrequent, severe risks.

For the risk perpetrator, the Sensitivity Filter was ranked best by most of the teens (N=12, 57%), as the reprimanding language in the warning message (which states that the victim would receive a censored version of the message) was seen as the most effective tool in making the risk sender reconsider their harmful actions. Teens considered the enforced prevention of the risk to be the preferred approach for reducing online risks, especially for risk perpetrators that have an intent to harm who may not be easily influenced. Meanwhile, many teens (N=9, 43%) ranked Guided Action worst as they were concerned that the harmful intent of the perpetrator may lead them to disregard the safe recommended actions and messages, and the perpetrator would be free to continue the risky interaction. P17 explained,

"I like the victim’s perspective because there were all the options to like delete it and block the person, whereas for this one [sender’s perspective], the sender can still send the message and there’s no way of like protecting the person who received the message.” - P17. 17, F.

Lastly, the General Warning nudge was ranked worst for both parties. It was ranked worst for the victim because it was considered easy to ignore without providing an actionable response to the risk, while it was ranked worst for the risk perpetrator because they are assumed to have a strong intent to cause harm which cannot be changed with a warning nudge. In conclusion, teens preferred actionable responses with Guided Action (block, report) for victim nudges to assist them in responding to the risk appropriately, while reprimanding language and risk prevention through Sensitivity Filters were preferred for risk perpetrators who may not be easily convinced to improve their behavior.

4.2 Key Differences that Influenced Teens’ Perception of Nudges (RQ2)

Our results highlighted some differentiating emerging themes that affected teens’ perceptions of online safety nudges. We elaborate on these themes in the following subsections.

4.2.1 Teens consider Sensitivity Filters to be more effective for image-based risks over text-based risks. While there are many kinds of online risks faced by adolescents, these risks can also be experienced
in different mediums including text, image, audio, and video [3]. Based on the feedback provided, the teens’ responses identified the medium in which the risk was sent to be a major determinant of how the nudge would be perceived. This variation is seen in the Cyberbullying risk scenario (Figure 1b) where the risk occurred via two mediums: (1) text and (2) image. The teens independently identified this difference and expressed that they would be more wary of an image-based risk over a text-based risk, extending to a preference of an image-based sensitivity filter over a text-based one. Noticing this disparity, we followed up with them by asking how they would respond to the censorship of both risk mediums within the Cyberbullying risk instance. While the majority of teens (N=10, 47%) provided mixed or ambiguous responses to how they would respond to the nudge, more teens said they would uncensor the risky text (N=6, 29%), than the risky image (N=4, 19%). This is because teens found the image-based risks to be more severe as they contain explicit or offensive imagery, requiring more censorship than text-based risks, which teens commonly encounter online or find less offensive. For instance, P19 explained how they are more likely to view a harmful image as more dangerous than a harmful text.

“Usually, if I receive a harmful photo, I probably wouldn’t want to see it and I would leave it censored. If I receive harmful words, I would just ignore the censor and view it, I think it is because I would be curious to see what the word says.” – P19, 16, F. (Cyberbullying Scenario)

In comparison, many (N=13, 62%) of the participants said they would view the censored material in the Information Breach scenario (which does not include an image-based risk) due to it being a text-based risk, which was also considered low severity in 4.1.2. In conclusion, our results suggest that even for the same risk type, teens’ perceptions and responses to a nudge may change significantly due to the medium of the risk, where teens expressed a preference for censoring image-based risks over text-based ones with Sensitivity Filters to avoid exposure to explicit content.

**4.2.2 Teens believe effective nudge approaches need to directly relate to the severity and type of risk being addressed.** As previously noted in RQ1b rankings (Figure 6), our results show that teens can have different nudge preferences for different risk types. This is evident from teens’ different preferences for nudges for Cyberbullying and Information Breaching risks, where teens considered Sensitivity Filters to be best for Cyberbullying but preferred Guided Actions for Information Breaches. We also observed some participants did not want a nudge for one risk but preferred it for another, based on their perceived severity of the risk, i.e., Cyberbullying being high severity, and Information breaches being low severity. For example, P1 described the Cyberbullying scenario as "another level" of a risk, when compared to the Information Breach risk scenario. They did not feel the need to have any nudge for the Information Breach attempt because it was considered a common occurrence that is to be reasonably expected in a social media interaction, whereas they found the General Warning nudge more useful for the Cyberbullying risk, as a higher-impact scenario.

**R1 -** “You said you did not like this kind of nudge (General Warning) for the previous information breach risky scenario. So, what is different?”

**P1. 14, F. (Cyberbullying) –** “This is like a whole other level, because like, I’m pretty sure the person who is like asking for like more pics wanted like something explicit.”

This insight can be used to design nudges catered to different risk types, as well as the severity of the risk as low, medium, or high level. Teens also felt that the "strength" of the intervention should be proportional to the severity of the risk. For instance, commonly occurring risks such as Information Breaches may not warrant the need for a nudge which some feel could be handled without assistance. Similarly, teens preferred the Sensitivity Filter nudge only when the risk was
considered severe enough (i.e., explicit content or improper requests). In conclusion, the risk teens encounter online are varied and dynamic with multiple variables, which in turn requires dynamic online safety interventions to ensure the effectiveness, as each nudge may not be equally appropriate for all risk types.

4.2.3 Teens believe nudges with stronger language and stricter measures may be more appropriate for younger, less mature teens. While our participants included teens aged 13-17, some participants (N=5, 24%) mentioned a disparity in how younger and older teens might behave in an online risk instance. Teens suggested that older teens might have a greater degree of maturity and competence in dealing with their online safety, while younger teens might be more vulnerable to these online risks and would benefit from stricter safety measures because they might not have enough experience dealing with unsafe interactions online and can be easier manipulated, as explained by P2 in the session extract below,

“Older teens have somewhat of an idea of what to do, younger teens can feel pressure to be put in a corner to answer to adult [perpetrator] authority.” - P2, 15, F. (Information Breach Scenario, Guided Actions Nudge)

With most participants (N=17, 81%) being older teens (≥ 15 years), the vast majority of them (N=19, 90%) recommended the use of independent tools (safe actions) to help them respond to the risk, while only (N=3, 14%) teens suggested parental interventions as a solution to the presented online risks. Interestingly, like the quote from P16 below, teens often described the education level (high school, middle school, etc.) as a measure of how aware or vulnerable a potential teenager would be in an online risk indicating that even within adolescence, teens can have vastly different experiences, awareness and resilience in dealing with online risks, depending on multiple factors including their age, education level and prior experience with online risks. P16 explained,

“If they have social media, and they’re not in high school, they should definitely be censored. Because middle school and high school are two completely different things, and they live different experiences.” - P16, 16, F.

The participants also suggested other high-level behavioral differences between younger and older teens, such as younger teens being more sensitive to risks or more bound to making unsafe responses to the risk, which further emphasizes the need for differing online safety solutions for teens in different developmental stages, such as stronger warnings, stricter controls or parental help for younger teens.

4.2.4 Teens believe an unaware victim is significantly more vulnerable. This section explains how the teens identified a learning element as a key factor in online safety risk management, the teens indicated a teen victim’s awareness of being in a risky situation determines their outlook of the scenario, as well as how relevant they would view the interventions addressing them. For example, a teen who has encountered fewer risks online may be more likely to find the content of an online safety intervention beneficial as opposed to a more risk-experienced teen who may find the intervention to be unnecessary. As an extension of awareness, the teens also mentioned the victim’s ability to independently handle the risk (knowing how to respond to it) means a nudge may come off as obnoxious or unnecessary to them. As P10 explains below, solely providing a General Warning to a teen victim in the provided Cyberbullying instance is not needed and would be considered common sense by most teens, as the risk is already apparent to them, supporting the theme in 4.3 which shows that teens find nudges to be easy to ignore. This finding indicates that nudges will be less disruptive and more useful if they are tailored to the awareness and prior risk experiences of youth. Alternatively, nudges may be necessary for infrequent and severe risks that
are not commonly encountered by teens who may not have the ability to independently cope with the higher-level risks. P10 summarized,

"It tells you to be careful. But I guess it’s just common sense to be careful that if you just see someone texting you something that looks like that, that they’re just weird people or someone that’s stupid." - P10. 13, M. (Cyberbullying Scenario, General Warning Nudge)

Likewise, the teens also suggested that a risk perpetrator’s perception of a nudge would depend on their intent or awareness of sending the risky material. For example, an adversarial and intentional risk perpetrator might have a more dismissive tendency towards a risk intervention and may require stricter preventative measures and enforcement, while someone who may accidentally perpetrate a risk might find a subtle nudge such as the General Warning to be a sufficient reminder to effectively change their behavior. The effects of this variable are discussed under 4.3.1.

4.3 Challenges and Recommendations Identified by Teens for Designing Effective Nudges (RQ3)

While giving feedback, teens identified challenges with online safety nudges and offered recommendations to improve the nudges. The challenges and recommendations are summarized in the codebook shown in Table 4. The themes in the nudge challenges and recommendations sections are put in a 1-1 mapping and explained in the following subsections.

4.3.1 Designing Convincing and Tailored Nudges.

Most teens (N=15, 71%) believed that a major challenge with the presented nudges was that they were easy to ignore and ineffective in altering a user’s action. For example, teens believed that a risk sender with an intention and incentive to cause harm to a teen might not be easily nudged away from their action. Similarly, a risk victim who is convinced that they are not in a risky situation, either due to naivety or assuming a false-positive risk detection instance will remain uninfluenced by the nudge. In addition to nudges being easy to ignore due to the user’s intent, the teens said nudges are also easy to ignore due to an intent that cannot be changed by nudging, such as a subjective desire to “not want to read” or other forms of biases. Specifically, the teens were concerned about warning fatigue (N=7, 33%), where the nudge loses its impact after being triggered multiple times for the user, making them redundant or disruptive. This issue is made worse by a majority of users having an experience of being nudged improperly in the past, i.e., being nudged too frequently, or for the benefit of the platform at the expense of their own interests, leading to one nudge leaving a bad impression that becomes associated with other nudges. Some teens (N=2, 10%), even likened the nudge popup format to a virus, i.e., a malicious JavaScript popup [30], that the teens might mistake for a malicious pop-up leading to malware, identity theft or other negative outcomes.

As a solution to nudges being easy to ignore, the teens wanted the nudges to provide more convincing warnings, and most teens (N=20, 95%) suggested emphasizing the risk harm using design cues. For instance, P11 recommended the use of visual or design elements such as bold text, which can help draw the teen’s attention to the risk.

“Right now... it’s just boring, I don’t want to read. You should capitalize harmful, or somehow convince them how dangerous this image might be." - P11. 15, F. (Cyberbullying, General Warning)

Other teens suggested using color coding, account flagging, and danger signs. With the teens’ emphasis on design cues over text, many teens (N=17, 81%) still wanted the warning text on the nudges to justify or explain the need for the warning by being specific and tailored to address the intricacies of the detected risk; with the goal being to clearly communicate the underlying threats identified by the nudge to the user. In summary, the teens expressed a key challenge with
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online safety nudges as their significant possibility of being ignored, either due to the user’s intent or warning fatigue, and they recommended better, more effective nudges to mitigate this by emphasizing the risk via design cues and justifying the given warning.

4.3.2 Nudging for Timely Intervention. Many of the teens (N=15, 71%) considered online safety nudges to be ill-timed or intrusive to regular use, i.e., they may be disruptive to the flow of everyday conversations, or possibly triggered too late after the preventable harm had been done. To overcome the issue of disruptive nudges, teens suggested an option to disable online safety

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>Themes</th>
<th>Sub-themes</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Exemplars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nudge Challenges</td>
<td>Nudges are easy to ignore</td>
<td>The user’s intent can not be changed by nudging</td>
<td>(15, 71%)</td>
<td>“I don’t think this would be helpful at all, because they already have harmful intentions” - P7, 16, F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nudges might be prone to warning fatigue</td>
<td>(7, 33%)</td>
<td>“After a while, teens will get so used to that pop-up that they’ll sort of ignore it” - P4, 13, M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nudges could be optimized better</td>
<td>Nudges might disrupt the user flow</td>
<td>(15, 71%)</td>
<td>“It would get tedious to have that [nudge], like to have it in every conversation” - P21, 16, F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nudges may appear too late</td>
<td>(9, 43%)</td>
<td>&quot;Prevent repeated unwanted messages before you got to the point of like, this image” - P6, 17, M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nudges can have adverse effects</td>
<td>Censorship might make the risk more appealing</td>
<td>(15, 71%)</td>
<td>“I don’t feel like teens are going to ignore this like, ‘Oh, harmful, harmful...it might even get some teens to see it more” - P3, 16, M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Nudges might escalate the risk they address</td>
<td>(12, 57%)</td>
<td>“The idea of like continuing the interaction [with the risk sender] could also be harmful” - P21, 16, F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nudge Recommendations</td>
<td>Nudges should warn the user better</td>
<td>Emphasize risk harm using design cues</td>
<td>(20, 95%)</td>
<td>“Capitalize harmful...if they don’t look at the message, maybe [they’ll] look at the bold words” - P11, 15, F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Explain the need for a warning</td>
<td>(17, 81%)</td>
<td>“It could elaborate on like why they don’t recommend it...why should I care?” - P9, 17, M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nudging for optimal timing and actionability</td>
<td>Provide safe actions for users</td>
<td>(19, 90%)</td>
<td>“I feel like it should give you an option to block the user [risk perpetrator]” - P4, 13, M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Limit who safety features apply to</td>
<td>(15, 71%)</td>
<td>“I would like [the nudge] to not be there when I’m talking to my friend” - P10, 13, M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Require the user to confirm their action</td>
<td>(10, 48%)</td>
<td>“There could be another pop up like, are textbf you sure?” like, ‘this is sensitive information’ - P2, 15, F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nudging to prevent the risk</td>
<td>Prevent the perpetrator from sending risk</td>
<td>(17, 81%)</td>
<td>“You want to prevent them [risk perpetrator] from like ever sending it out instead of, they send it out and like someone [victim] just blocks it” - P20, 17, M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Include reprimands for the risk perpetrator</td>
<td>(17, 81%)</td>
<td>&quot;Make you [perpetrator] aware that the receiver end [victim] might delete it and not get a chance to see it” - P12, 17, F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Penalize perpetrator for their harmful actions</td>
<td>(5, 24%)</td>
<td>“Maybe like a strike, and like[in] three strikes, you’rebanned” - P9, 17, M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
nudges for trusted contacts, so their everyday conversations are not falsely flagged and nudged for unsafety. Alternatively, teens suggested designing nudges in a way that is subtle, seamless and does not detract from the user flow so that the nudges do not overwhelm the teen, or significantly add more steps to the communication process. Additionally, the teens also wanted those solutions to be triggered promptly before the risk escalates, especially for high-level risks such as the cyberbullying or explicit content exposure. Several teens (N=9, 43%), including P9 below, criticized the nudges implemented in the Cyberbullying victim scenario for being triggered too late because they believed the nudges should have been triggered at the initial point of contact with the risk perpetrator, as a means of preventing the risky scenario from reaching a more serious level. These challenges are not a conceptual problem with the nudges, but rather, an opportunity that nudges could be optimized for timing and actionability to provide a more pleasant experience. P17 elaborates,

“Have filters in place to prevent repeated unwanted messages before you got to the point of like, this image.”- P6. 17, M. (Cyberbullying)

Many teens (N=19, 90%) also expressed a dislike for some of the nudges that provided no actions for the user to take in response to the risk - which suggests an emphasis on online safety nudges to provide safe actions or responses in addition to notifying the user about the risk. They found warning-alone to be ineffective in addressing their online safety issues, because it was insufficient for only notifying the teen about the risk, without providing an easy to access call to action that can help the teen cope with the identified risk. For example, P8 says,

“There’s like no proactive option that you can take, like okay, ‘This is risky,’ you tell us that, but there is no option to act on it.”- P8. 16, F. (Information Breach, Sensitivity Filter)

Finally, especially in dire situations, the teens (N=10, 48%) suggested a follow-up “are you sure?” nudge to require the user to confirm their action in case they ignore the initial nudge and plan to continue engaging with the risk. The motivation behind this suggestion is that some teens might select an option by accident, impulsively, without reading, or sufficient consideration. Therefore, a supplementary nudge asking them to confirm their actions or possible doubts and reminding them of the risks involved was recommended.

“I guess that’s kind of a downside to it, because if they tap it [dismiss] and it sends [without any other safeguards]. Then like, it doesn’t really do much.”- P1. 14, F.

In conclusion, teens want online safety nudges to not only warn them of the risks, but also want proactive actions through these interventions that can help them cope with the risk, provided at the right and optimal time, and for the right audience, in a way that creates the least inconvenience.

4.3.3 Addressing the Adverse Effects of Nudging through Risk Prevention and Perpetrator Accountability. The participants mentioned that nudges can have adverse effects through inadvertently worsening the risk being addressed. Most teens (N=15, 71%) were concerned about censorship-induced curiosity with the Sensitivity Filter nudges whereby censorship might make the risk more appealing or attractive to the teen leading to them paying more attention to it than if not censored. As mentioned in 4.2.1, we asked the participants how they would respond to the Sensitivity Filter as a victim, the results show that in multiple cases (Information Breach, Cyberbullying), a teen victim is more likely to uncensor ((N=13, 62%), (N=6, 29%)) a detected risk than take the safer approach by leaving it censored ((N=5, 24%), (N=5, 24%)). P3 elaborated on their rationale for uncensoring the risk,

“I don’t feel like teens are going to ignore this and be like, ‘Oh, harmful, harmful, oh I’m not going to look at this.’… I’m being totally honest with you, like I’m a teen, if I see that, I’m clicking show like, I want to see.”- P3. 16, M. (Information Breach, Sensitivity filter)
Another challenge was raised with the Guided Actions nudge for both the victim and sender. For the victim, many teens (N=12, 57%) felt responding to an aggressor (which is suggested by the nudge) might escalate the risk or prolong it, either by the risk sender forming a harmful bond with the victim, or the victim suggesting they are interested in continuing the risky conversation. While they felt this way for the automated message responses, they still had a positive response about the automated action responses, which provided proactive and permanent choices for addressing the risk. For the risk sender, the teens felt (especially for an adversarial risk sender) that the Guided Actions nudge could worsen the scenario by letting the risk sender know what is wrong with their messages and teach them how to more covert at perpetrating risks, making it more difficult for the victim and platform to identify their risks. Therefore, while the nudges were aimed at making the teens feel safer, they identified several ways that the nudges could be misused. For example, the risk victim might inadvertently prolong the risk by continued interaction with the perpetrator, and the risk perpetrator might misuse the warning to bypass the nudge and risk detection systems.

“The one where it’s like highlighted in red, like what part of like, the text message was bad like, I feel like the creepy person could just like change the wording to bypass that system.”- P9. 17, M. (Information Breach, Sensitivity filter)

For addressing these challenges, the teens made several recommendations as methods of preventing the risk from reaching the victim. Many (N=17, 81%) teens recommended features based on restricting the risk sender, which means to prevent the perpetrator to send risky content to a possible victim. Another group of teens (N=17, 81%) recommended using reprimanding language for the risk perpetrator to emphasize the consequences of their risky decision as a way of compelling them to not engage in risky behavior. This is done in the Sensitivity Filter perpetrator nudges, and their preferences are reflected in the rankings of RQ1c. Finally, like the quote from P9 below, some teens (N=5, 24%) also recommended the implementation of this to a greater degree by acting on the reprimanding language, thereby penalizing the perpetrator for their harmful actions. They recommended temporary punishments (account flagging, suspensions) and permanent punishments (bans) based on single and multiple infractions, whereby the priority is protecting the victim, but the perpetrator’s punishments are made flexible enough to be appropriate and fair to the person. For example, a repentant offender might be punished with an opportunity to learn and improve their online behavior, while an unrepentant adversarial offender who does not plan to use the platform positively would face a stricter punishment. For example, P9 recommended a strike system for incrementally penalizing the perpetrator, leading to a complete ban in the event of repeated violations.

“The nudge could get them to reconsider by mentioning ‘if you send the risky messages, you could risk getting banned from our platform...’ Maybe like a strike, and like [in] three strikes, you’re banned.”- P9. 17, M. (Information Breach, Sensitivity filter)

In summary, teens are aware of the negative impacts that a nudge may have such as censorship increasing interest in the risk and suggested responses possibly prolonging or escalating a risky interaction. As a result, they recommended strict considerations to identify and deemphasize nudge features that have a possibility of worsening a risk instance, as well as implementing risk penalties and prevention as measures to promote accountability of the perpetrator.

5 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the implications of our results, provide comparisons with prior literature, and direction for future work to contribute to the field of adolescent online safety nudging.
5.1 Nudging for Risk Prevention for the Perpetrator and Protection for the Victim

Our results provide interesting insights into the types of nudges teens preferred for different scenarios or perspectives. While teens preferred Sensitivity Filters overall, we uncovered differences in how teens want online safety interventions to address the risk victims and perpetrators. For example, RQ1 showed that teens preferred interventions that protect the risk victim either via censorship (Sensitivity Filter), or guide them through actionable prompts (blocking and reporting with the Guided Actions nudge). While there have been contrasting perceptions in regard to general censorship and content moderation online [51], there is a lack of understanding regarding the implications of moderation for teens’ online safety. In their analysis of content policy documents across social media platforms, Pater et al. [41] found that most do not have well-defined content guidelines or consequences for violation, particularly for teens. Our results (Section 4.1) show teens consider a certain amount of censorship and protection from risks to be necessary for their online well-being, as long as it is not enforced and comes with control in the hands of the teens. Other related work from Gibson [21], who analyzed content from a public forum, found content moderation as an effective tool for creating a safer online environment for users. Our work contributes to prior literature by illustrating how teens prefer nudges that protect them by censoring the risk to give them control over the type of content and users that are moderated, along with the ability to dismiss the moderation.

In contrast, most teens wanted more aggressive and preventative nudges to enforce compliance from the risk perpetrator (i.e., reprimanding language and penalties). Prior work has mostly proposed online risk prevention by putting the responsibility on parents through parental controls and restrictions [17], or the risk victims themselves by limiting their personal disclosures online [18, 44]. Recently, Agha et al. [2] found that teens want to put the responsibility of handling online risks on the perpetrator, motivating our risk perpetrator nudge designs. Our findings in Section 4.3.3 further confirm teens’ preference to move away from a victim-based approach by increasing accountability for those that perpetuate harm online through strict and corrective measures.

It is also worth mentioning that the online risks studied by Masaki et al. [35] and most other works have looked at online safety nudges from a victim-only lens. In many cases, the teen can be both victim and perpetrator simultaneously (i.e., a cyber-double role) in an online safety risk instance[57]. In our work, studying both perspectives allowed us to get a better understanding of how these nudges may be implemented in the future for the victim and perpetrator in isolation. While we were able to get insights into how teens think from the perspective of a perpetrator and victim, further investigation is needed to understand nudging a teen in a cyber-double role. To ensure adolescent online safety, we recommend that social media platforms strike a balance between protection and prevention, with greater responsibility for the risk perpetrator rather than solely the teen victims or their parents. In summary, nudges can only be effective if they significantly make a difference in teens’ online experiences by offering “new” or relevant information, going beyond general warnings, protecting the victim from harm, recommending safe actions, and most importantly, preventing harm when possible by enforcing online safety guidelines for good digital citizenship.

5.2 Overcoming the Challenges of Effective Nudging for Positive Behavioral Change

We uncovered several challenges with the effective implementation of nudges, such as the presented nudges being easy to ignore, ill-timed, or possibly escalating the risk. The most prominent of these challenges among teens was that they found nudges to be easy to ignore, especially if they do not communicate the risk effectively. To address this, teens recommended stronger language, emphasis on harm via design, and penalties for perpetrators when necessary. While it may seem obvious to
make nudges stronger so they are less likely to be ignored, there is a conundrum on how strongly users should be nudged, as highlighted by Chapman et al. [15]. When nudged too far, it could lead to a negative reaction or indifference towards nudges as found in 4.3.1 with the participants’ negative experiences with experiencing warning fatigue. In this regard, Petrykina et al. [43] studied the concept of “warning blindness,” and found that providing a clear positive or negative incentive to users (e.g., a point-based reward system), is effective in dealing with warning fatigue without affecting convenience. While their work focused on nudges for malware risks for all users, we extend prior recommendations to be specific to risks youth face in their interpersonal interactions and identified penalties and reprimands as disincentives for effectively nudging a risk perpetrator.

The timing of nudges is another challenge, where many teens were concerned that nudges may appear too late, which aligns with findings from prior work [29, 45]. If a nudge is triggered too early or in the wrong context, it could be considered disruptive and the nudge may be ignored as a false positive. Whereas nudging too late may lead to unwanted risk exposure and harm to the victim. Purohit and Holzer [45] emphasized the importance of identifying "teaching moments" which can serve as the optimal timing for nudges to influence behavior change. Our findings contribute to prior work by illustrating that the timing of nudges should be optimized based on the type of risk and category of user that the risk is coming from, while providing flexibility and control over the triggers for nudges. For instance, teens wanted nudges to be triggered earlier for Cyberbullying risks so that the perpetrator does not get a chance to prolong the interaction with or groom the victim.

The final challenge identified with nudges is the possible escalation of the risk they were designed to address. For example, teens thought that Sensitivity Filters may increase curiosity about the risk due to censorship, or Guided Actions could prolong risky interaction with the perpetrator. Recently, OpenWeb [24] shows an implementation of a real-time nudge intervention which recommended replacing harmful words (similar to Guided Actions), and they found them to be effective in positively changing a perpetrator’s behavior. In contrast, teens in our study considered the Guided Actions to be more suitable for victims and rarely for the risk perpetrators as they considered most perpetrators to not be positively influenced by a nudge if they had a strong intent to harm. While Guided Actions may work for some cases, we extend prior work by presenting critical challenges by nudging the risk perpetrators toward behavior change. Our findings highlight that not all risk perpetrators have similar intentions or purposes for perpetuating risks, where some may be intentional in their harmful behaviors, others may be unaware or make a mistake. Therefore, risk perpetration cannot be treated as a generalizable process, and we recommend nudging perpetrators in an incremental way, with guided actions, followed by warnings and penalties, and finally leading to risk prevention to ensure that nudges do not escalate the risk and users have the chance to change their behavior before being penalized. While we identify unique challenges for effective nudging, we recognize that our work is based on teens’ self-reported feedback and does not provide an experimental evaluation of nudges. Therefore, in our future work, we aim to redesign nudges to address teens’ feedback and evaluate them in a realistic simulated setting to understand how teens would respond to nudges in practice, rather than their self-reported behaviors.

5.3 Tailoring Nudges to Provide Autonomy and Personalization

Our results show teens prefer different nudges under different contexts, such as the type and severity of the risk (4.2.2), the age (4.2.3), awareness of the user, as well as the relationship with the perpetrator (4.2.4). In line with our findings, we emphasize the need for tailored nudges that can cater to their particular needs and preferences. Prior work from Peer et al. [42] identified similar individual differences as determinants of the online safety decision process and recommended...
customizing nudges for effectiveness. Aligning with their work, we suggest that there is no perfect or “one-size-fits-all” nudging approach for all users, emphasizing the need for customized nudges.

One way of personalizing nudges is based on the type and severity of the risk. When risks are detected and nudges are triggered, platforms can record a history of their response to the nudge to develop an understanding of how harmful teens consider a risk to be and nudge more or less in the future based on the response. Such algorithmic training for online safety nudges can significantly address the issue of disruptive nudges and can help cater to the unsafe experiences that are personally relevant to a teen. Yet, past research has shown that relying solely on automated decisions for online safety may not be the most effective approach [46]. Findings from our work also suggest that teens want a combination of automated tailoring for nudges, along with manual control over the characteristics of nudges they receive (4.3.2). This is supported by insights from Karlsen and Andersen [29] who suggested nudging based on a user’s past behavior, along with their stated individual requirements and community efforts. Therefore, we recommend supplementing algorithms with teens’ explicitly specified preferences, through online safety settings which ask them to specify online experiences they find risky, along with assessing risk severity based on their preferences and maturity. Relatedly, our results show that age and maturity play a main role in determining the right nudges for teens (4.2.3). Prior work from Lwin et al. [34] conforms with this finding, where they identified the age of teens as a major factor that indicates behavioral differences among adolescents in the context of online safety. Staksrud and Livingstone [52] also identified the age group and gender of the younger population as factors that affect how they interact with their online safety. These differences should be reflected in the design of online safety nudges, where older teens may have more control in the nudges they receive. Similarly, awareness and education regarding online safety also impact the effectiveness of nudges, where teens in our study considered that those unaware of risks are more likely to be influenced by a nudge. Due to their developmental stage, adolescent online risks are a learning experience for teens, and as a result, the nudges should reflect that. The teens’ feedback (4.3.2) indicates that being able to learn from an online safety intervention with the ability to turn it off when they have learned how to manage the risk independently may also help solve warning fatigue.

Another aspect of tailoring nudges to meet teen needs is related to the relationship with the perpetrator. Many teens wanted to restrict nudges to strangers only, as they did not want their casual interactions with their friends to be disrupted as falsely detected risks. Thus, providing teens with the autonomy to control the users with whom they can receive online safety nudges will greatly solve issue of timing and disruption. To summarize, making tailored nudges is important because teens are unique in their personalities and priorities. The differences in their nudge preferences and feedback in our sessions (4.1.2, 4.1.3, 4.2) are indicative of the teens having different levels of personal discretion, such as, picking convenience over security in their online safety. The CIA triad concept in cybersecurity explains the security of a system is traditionally inversely proportional to how convenient it is, which may lead to trade-offs in one aspect to ensure the other (i.e., a more convenient to use security system might be less secure) [11]. Tailored nudging can function as an effective middle-ground as it allows future researchers and designers to prioritize teens’ online safety as a vulnerable population while balancing autonomy and convenience according to their needs. To summarize, we present a conceptualized set of guidelines for designing effective adolescent online safety nudges:

5.3.1 Provide actionable responses beyond warnings: Our findings (4.1.1) showed that nudges should not only provide information or warnings about risks, but should also provide a clear, timely, and effective action to address online risks. We expand actionable nudges from prior work [4, 35], by distinguishing that Guided Actions such as block or report should be provided for
lower and impersonal risks (e.g., Information Breaches), whereas risk prevention through Sensitivity Filters is more suitable for severe and personal risks (e.g., Cyberbullying) that can have a lasting impact on teens.

5.3.2 Effectively communicate the need for and severity of the nudge: Based on our findings (4.3.1), nudges need to be more convincing as teens wanted nudges to establish why a risk instance should be taken seriously, so nudges are not misunderstood, ignored, or considered disruptive. For example, for risk victims, harm from risk needs to be communicated clearly through colour/visuals, whereas perpetrators should be prompted with follow-up nudges and warning signs to convey how their behavior is harmful to others.

5.3.3 Provide incentives for positive behaviors and disincentives for negative behaviors: Our findings (4.3.3) imply for using reward systems for behavior change, such as positive incentives for victims and accountability for perpetrators through risk preventions, penalties, or temporary banning. Previously, such incentives have mostly been proposed either in gamified approaches for cyberbullying victims [16] or for individual privacy [43]. We extend prior work to propose incentives for both victims and perpetrators that can help address interpersonal risks.

5.3.4 Tailor nudges based on both risk and individual differences: Our findings (4.2) explain that the effectiveness of a nudge does not apply to all risks, with emerging differences based on risk medium, risk severity/type, teen maturity, and risk awareness. Therefore, we recommend tailoring nudges based on the risk - where nudges should include stronger warnings and preventative measures such as sensitivity filters for risks higher in severity (e.g., explicit images, cyberbullying). We also recommend tailoring nudges to the teens’ individual differences, such as customizable control [2] and safety features for early vs. late teens. Furthermore, we recommend allowing updating preferences over time as the teens build resilience and self-regulation, which can also address warning fatigue.

5.3.5 Overcome warning fatigue and mistrust of nudges: In section 4.3.1, we found that many teens have had negative experiences with nudges feeling disruptive and intrusive, leading to "trust issues". Despite the ethical challenges that come with nudges [30], our findings showed that teens approved of nudging as a promising online safety solution as long as they provided control and personalization (4.3.1). Therefore, we recommend personalizing the timing and triggers of nudges for risk victims [45] (e.g., nudging for "stranger danger" only [9]), for nudges to be catered to teen preferences. For risk perpetrators, we recommend exploring the use of multiple variants for the same nudge to prevent warning fatigue, coupled with accountability measures to influence positive behavior change.

5.4 Limitations and Future Work

One major limitation of our study is that both online risk and proposed nudges were considered to be mutually exclusive when in reality, teens may experience a combination of multiple risk scenarios in a single risk instance and different elements from multiple nudges can also be combined into one nudge. Additionally, this project covers how nudges can be used to handle common online risks faced by teens. However, even though they are based on what was provided to us by the teens, the risky scenarios used are not a recreation of real risk. Another limitation of our work is that the participants were based in the United States and had access to remote-conferencing technology, and as a result, our results may not be generalizable to all teens across the world or in all socio-economic classes. Our enrollment process was on a first-come, first-served basis and the recruitment materials went to organizations that were inclusive of the age range specified in the eligibility criteria. However, most of our participants were either 16 years old or older teens, while
only four participants were below the age of 15 years, this indicates a greater willingness of older teens to participate in a research study but means the results of this study might be less applicable to younger teens. The group sessions of this study were also prone to social desirability bias or groupthink where the participants were reluctant to disagree with one another, which possibly induced similarities in their feedback or rankings. The groupthink concern as well as scheduling conflicts led us to prioritize single-participant over group sessions. Finally, the in-depth, qualitative method used to gather the teens’ feedback was time-consuming and logistically restrictive in that it limited the number of nudges that could be evaluated, especially when compared to a broader method such as an asynchronous survey poll.

For future work, we plan to implement these nudge designs and risk scenarios in a realistic setting to have the teens evaluate them in practice. We also recommend future researchers to explore the option of using a virtual assistant or live demonstration as a method of presenting the designed-based study materials to the participants to evoke a greater degree of realism. Finally, we recommend future social moderation work also include the perspective of the risk perpetrator in online safety instances to provide wider context on the overarching issue.

6 CONCLUSION

Through a series of three focus groups and twelve interviews with 21 teens, our work makes a novel contribution to adolescent online safety by identifying key challenges and opportunities for designing nudges that can be effective in positive behavior change for youth online well-being. Overall, we recommend nudges to provide more specific warnings that are contextualized to the risk, and actionable next steps for safety with an emphasis on visual cues. Importantly, our findings highlight the need to move beyond a one-size-fits-all approach towards nudging to cater to teens’ varying levels of maturity, unique needs, and experiences while empowering them to self-regulate their online safety. Additionally, we found that the teens’ most preferred nudges vary based on the type of risk and the type of user being nudged. While teens wanted guidance for risk victims, they preferred censoring and prevention for the risk perpetrators to stop online risks at the root cause. Considering teens as a vulnerable population, we call for a paradigm shift from traditional soft paternalistic interventions, towards measures leading to risk prevention as part of nudges to ensure accountability and good digital citizenship.
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